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Housing Law

The Intended Consequences Of the HSTPA
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Post, July 24, 2019 (predicting less
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tens of thousands of apartments,
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is a valid basis.

adopted to address abuses that had

Having seen landlords get away

ly limits rent increases and improves

with too much for too long, tenants

the process to determine the validity
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finally said enough is enough and

of such increases. Landlords can no

As in the past, much litigation will

helped take back the New York State

longer take an automatic “vacancy

ensue. The courts have only begun

Senate which, along with the State
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The real estate industry, along with

The HSTPA of 2019 also substantial-
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The HSTPA of 2019 does a number
of things. Most importantly it repeals
“high rent vacancy deregulation.”
The ability of landlords to deregulate vacant rent regulated apartments
created an incentive to evict tenants
who had resided in apartments for
decades. Landlords brought housing court cases with little merit in
order to force tenants to give up their
apartments. One or two missed rent
payments would result in an eviction
proceeding. A few months out of

occurred for decades which led to a
crisis of affordable housing.

its PR counteroffensive, has filed a

Having seen landlords get away
with too much for too long,
tenants finally said enough is
enough and helped take back
the New York State Senate
which, along with the State
Assembly and the governor,
passed the HSTPA of 2019, the
strongest rent regulations in decades, and a first step in bringing balance back to the rental
real estate market.

federal court case arguing that the
law violates due process and is an
unconstitutional “taking.” Issues
regarding the retroactive applicability
of different provisions in the law, the
ability and willingness of the DHCR
to adopt effective regulations and
polices reflecting the overall purpose
of the law, the ability of the DHCR
and the courts to effectively enforce
the new law and the practical effects
on landlords and tenants, are yet to
be seen.
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protect tenants in the years ahead,
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holders should consider the facts and
look skeptically at PR campaigns.
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